“Chilean Navy and RIMPAC”
First National Fleet, Port Of Valparaiso, October 10th 1818.
“We need to permanently exercise control in the Pacific, this has to be your maxim now and, hopefully, it will be of Chile forever”.”
1879

Chile

Argentina

Bolivia

Perú

11
11 Ships
Chilean Land Area
756,950 Kms²

Search and Rescue Responsibility Area
26,476,000 Km²

Exclusive Economic Zone
3,409,000 Km²
463,310 Km² = 13.6% of the E.E.Z.

1,600,000 Km² = 43% of the E.E.Z.
2017 CHILEAN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE
94.9% OF TONNAGE TRANSPORTED BY SEA – 40% GDP

ASIA AND OCEANÍA
52.3 MILL. 43.4%

NORTH AMERICA
24.1 MILL. 20.9%

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA
32.3 MILL. 28.1%

EUROPE
8.3 MILL. 7.2%

AFRICA
0.4 MILL. 0.4%

3rd User of the Panama Canal
NAVAL POWER

POWER PROJECTION IN, FROM, AND TO THE SEA

CONTRIBUTES TO DETERRENCE

SUPPORTS JOINT EFFORTS IN CONFLICT

PROVIDE PRESENCE AND SUPPORT TO ISOLATED AREAS

TO OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY OR WITH ALLIES

PROVIDE GRADUABILITY TO MANAGE CRISIS

MARITIME SERVICE

CHILEAN STATE IN THE SEA, LAKES AND RIVERS

ENSURES THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA

PROTECTS MARINE RESOURCES AND IT’S ENVIRONMENT

CHILE’S REPRESENTATIVE IN INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATIONS

HYDROGRAPHIC, OCEANOGRAPHIC AND METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE

NATIONAL TSUNAMI WARNING SYSTEM

ENSURES THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA
INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATION (NAVAL AND MARITIME)

INTERNATIONAL SEAPower SYMPOSIUM
Security and Prosperity through Maritime Partnerships
U.S. Naval War College
Newport, Rhode Island - October 18 - 21, 2011

IMInternational Operations
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First Rim of the Pacific Exercise (RIMPAC)
Chile in RIMPAC

RIMPAC 2012
- CTF 170 SCC
- FF “LYNCH”

RIMPAC 2014
- DCFMCC

RIMPAC 2016
- DCFMCC
- FF “BLANCO”
- FF “COCHRANE”